
Term Summer, 2019

Course Information

Units of Credit: 6

Course Overview

Course Description

This subject will introduce students to basic skills in painting and encourage them to understand both the
inter-relationship of form and content and the creative possibilities of various media and techniques.
Students will explore aspects of contemporary art practice and develop an understanding of the historical
development of painting. This course will use a series of projects and workshops to extend the student's
personal creative interests.

Course Learning Outcomes

On completion of this course, the student should be able to:

1. Use painting materials and relevant techniques to represent a subject.
2. Analyse forms from direct observation, assessing their colour, structure, materiality, and spatial

relationships.
3. Develop images that express an awareness of scale, viewpoint, and composition.
4. Explore colour theory and mixing, evidenced within colour studies and paintings.
5. Apply a range of painting and interdisciplinary materials and techniques to mediate secondary-

source images.
6. Identify and develop emergent ideas and interests through practice-based investigation and

experimentation.

Teaching and Learning in this Course

This courses uses a variety of teaching approaches:

Blended/online

Review - assessment tool
Moodle - learning management system

Lectures

The lecturer will give formal presentations to introduce assessment tasks and weekly concepts. Students
are expected to attend lectures and take notes.

Tutorials

Tutorials are a supplementary form of education delivery where matters already covered elsewhere in a
course are discussed, clarified or elaborated. Students are expected to contribute to tutorial discussions.

Studio

Studio sessions facilitate the carrying out of practical work under the supervision of a lecturer,
incorporating individual consultations and group critiques in order to provide instruction, feedback and
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advice. Students are expected to seek advice from their lecturer with regard to the progress and
development of their assessment tasks.

Assessment

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE

Assessment Task 1 Painting from Direct Observation 35% Art Studio Work

Assessment Task 2 Colour Studies 30% Art Studio Work

Assessment Task 3 Secondary Source Painting 35% Art Studio Work

References for this Course

MATERIALS LIST FOR STUDENTS

This course is suitable for students with a range of painting experience. For most students, especially if
you have limited practice and knowledge, a basic set of acrylic paints is recommended. Depending on
self-directed assessment tasks, a student may find it suitable to use an extended paint palette and media
such as alkyds, oil paint, watercolour, and/or mixed media.

ACRYLIC PAINT: A>2 brand or similar Art Student quality, or an Artist’s quality acrylic.

TITANIUM WHITE

MARS (OR IVORY) BLACK

BURNT UMBER

ULTRAMARINE BLUE: this is the most suitable warm blue pigment

PTHALO BLUE: this is the most suitable cool blue pigment

CADMIUM SCARLET HUE or Cadmium Red Light/Pyrrole Red, or similar warm red

ALIZARIN CRIMSON HUE or Cadmium Red Deep/Quinacridone Red, or similar cool red

CADMIUM YELLOW MEDIUM HUE or Cadmium Yellow Deep, or similar warm yellow

CADMIUM YELLOW LIGHT HUE or similar cool yellow

Even if you elect to undertake painting activities in oil, acrylic paint may be used for preparing grounds and
‘laying in’ tonal under-painting.

BRUSHES: A selection of Eterna hog-hair brushes: flat, round, and filberts in a variety of sizes 5mm–50mm.

E.g.  Eterna 713 series hog hair.     No. 6 (or ‘House painting’ brush approx. 50mm)

        Flat head Eterna hog hair       No. 4, No. 8, No. 12

        Round head Eterna hog hair   No. 6, No. 10.

Also useful: Synthetic flat brushes (Nylon or Taklon) in a range of sizes such as No. 2, 6, 10

                  Pointed head imitation Sable   No. 1, No. 4.

Flat head brushes are general-purpose brushes that help to give you a defined edge on a painted area.

Round head brushes are general-purpose brushes that are good for ‘scumbling’, a technique of dragging
or skimming opaque paint across a canvas to modify the colour underneath.

Pointed brushes are good for fine detail, for watercolour, pen and ink, gouache, and when your paint is
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more ‘liquid’ or ‘fluid’.

BRUSHES SHOULD ALWAYS BE WASHED WITH SOAP AND WATER AFTER DAILY USE, even if you are
using oil paint and cleaning your brushes with solvent.

PAINTING SUPPORTS: Stretched canvas, canvas board, primed Masonite, primed MDF board, oil sketch
paper. Specific information on painting supports is available in the Assessment Task briefs.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS:

APRON, DISPOSABLE LATEX GLOVES: for skin protection

RAGS: to wipe/clean brushes

PALETTE: to mix paint: a flat white surface that can be easily washed

CONTAINERS: for water, etc., preferably NOT glass (for safety reasons)

SOAP / DETERGENT; to clean palettes, brushes etc., ‘Matisse’ MM34 Brush & Hand Cleaner, ‘The Masters’
Brush Cleaner and Preserver

SMALL SCOURING PAD: to clean palettes

GESSO: for priming canvases and unsealed panels.

USEFUL MEDIA FOR ACRYLIC PAINTING:

SLOW MEDIUM, or SLOW DRYING MEDIUM, extends wet-in-wet blending time.

RETARDER MEDIUM, add to a jar of water, or spray your painting or palette frequently with a misting spray
bottle; used to slow the drying time of acrylic paint, allowing for wet-in-wet blending.

MEDIUMS TO DILUTE VISCOSITY and TO GLAZE. These are used alongside or in place of water, since
using a high percentage of water relative to paint may reduce its “binding” capacity, e.g. ‘MATISSE’
ACRYLIC PAINTING MEDIUM THIN VISCOSITY BINDER acts as a principal paint diluent when not using
water, ‘WINSOR & NEWTON’ GLAZING MEDIUM, and ‘ATELIER’ CLEAR PAINTING MEDIUM.

USEFUL MEDIA FOR OIL PAINTING:

‘ARCHIVAL’ ODOURLESS SOLVENT 500 ml, a low toxicity solvent used to thin paint and clean brushes.

‘ARCHIVAL’ CLASSIC ODOURLESS PAINTING MEDIUM all-purpose painting medium for longer
manipulation time (slower drying) for over-painting, glazing and wet-in-wet techniques.

‘WINSOR & NEWTON’ LIQUIN, small bottle, to speed the drying time of oil paint.

‘ARCHIVAL’ FAT ODOURLESS PAINTING MEDIUM, promotes faster drying of oils.    
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